HOW TO BUY ON THE-MEDPLACE?
The-Medplace is the great place to buy pre-owned medical devices
Standard Buyer

Any registered buyers have the status “Standard Buyer” and
have a maximum purchase outstanding* of 80,000 €.The sales
participation is subject to the payment of a deposit for sales
with a starting price over or equal to 10,000€

You must be a registered user to be
able to buy on The-Medplace!
Offers made through The-Medplace
are formal commitments to
purchase.
Frequent Buyer

The Frequent Buyer status is acquired by making a 5,000€
permanent deposit and he is allowed to have a maximum
purchasing outstanding*of 160,000 €. The Frequent Buyer can
participate to all sales without having to make deposit in each
sale.

*

Maximum Purchase Outstanding is the sum of outstanding bids
/offers and not yet paid purchases which are limited to this
amount.

The-Medplace key features

The equipment's for sale are listed for 7 to 30 days. Our sales are
anonymous, your company name won't be visible by the Seller until
you have won the sale. Buyers only know the country and region
where is located the equipment. You get access to exclusive
services to facilitate your purchases.

Deposit are refunded automatically 8 days
after the end of the sale.
If you’re a successful bidder, you must pay
your purchase within 5 days.

Electronic Payment Solutions_

The-Medplace makes online transactions easy, reliable and secure
with our partner Mangopay.
No money is changing hands before the devices aren’t successfully
picked-up. Neither The-Medplace nor any other 3rd party has
access to the paid funds as they remain in the buyer eWallet until
the transaction is completed

HOW TO BUY ON THE-MEDPLACE?
The-Medplace offers several ways to buy
Open Offer (an exclusivity of The-Medplace)

Auction

Buyers can place offers higher or lower than the starting price.

All Auctions have a starting price and the Seller can add the

Any offer equal or the best offer above the starting price wins

option to sell with a reserve price. Current price is disclosed when

automatically the sale.
the
best
offer
below the
startingfeatures:
Open
Offer
includes
following

the starting price or the reserve price is reached.

 Buyers do not see any competing offer.

above the starting price or the reserve price if this option chosen.

 Seller can accept the best offer received above the starting

The buyers see the evolution of the current price (2nd best bid + 1

The highest bidder wins the sale when the best bid is equal or

price without having to wait for the end of the sale
 if the device is unsold, the Seller can accept or decline the
best offer received below the starting price until 5 days after
the end of the sale.

Search quickly amoung current offers

Bid Step).

Immediate Sale
The buyer can decide in one click to buy instantly at the posted
price.

Access to a
very detailed
description of
medical device
on sale

- Add your research to your
favourites
- Create a Wanted ad
- Define your email alerts
- Ask your question
- Check inspection report
- Make offers
- Follow your offers
- Pay your purchases

HOW TO BUY ON THE-MEDPLACE?
Buy your medical equipment with confidence!
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Place your offer.
Valid your offer by
entering your
password.
Make the deposit if
required to
participate at the
sale.
As soon as your
deposit is received in
your eWallet, your
offer is validated!

Congratulations!
You won the sale.
You will be invited
to make the
balance payment
of your purchase +
our management
fees in a maximum
period of 5 days.

Your payment is
credited into your
buyer eWallet.
We will now
coordinate the
pick-up and
deinstallation with
you.
Check our logistic
services, we can
certainly help you.

As soon as your
carrier has picked
up the equipment
and signed the
delivery note:
we transfer the
money from your
eWallet to the
Seller eWallet.
Transaction is
completed!

The-Medplace online auction and distance selling methods comply with applicable legislation in France pursuant to public auctions
and, more particularly, to the law no. 2000-642 of 10 July 2000. The selling system is owned by MeDtrada SAS, an auction house that
has been declared to the French council for public auctions O.V.V. n° 086-2016

